Digital Commerce Offering

The Winning Strategy for Omni-Channel Commerce
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• Inject multi-channel thinking and culture within your strategy,
operations and metrics?
• Accelerate growth avenues via global expansion and non-linear
models?
• Drive measurable ROI from investments in social and mobile
initiatives?
• Ensure that technology development processes and infrastructure
can scale to support digital commerce objectives and innovation?
• Establish an objective governance model to prioritize commerce
investments that can deliver tangible business benefits?

Digital technologies are transforming our world and shaping the way we experience life. In fact, in this era of the digital consumer,
customer satisfaction is all about creating and fulfilling new and individualized experiences. Three key trends define today’s digital
consumer – self-service, personalization and co-creation. These lie at the core of a successful digital commerce strategy; and
companies require digital commerce solutions that enable them to get more from this core.

• Executed over 80 programs resulting in strong
customer growth – by 35% in the past 36 months
• Leading digital transformation partner for 10 of
the top 20 global retailers, 8 of the top 10
retailers in the US, 2 of the top five in Europe and
3 of the top 5 CPG Fortune 500 companies
• 3000 industry, package and consulting
professionals
• Joint innovation with strategic commerce
partners -Oracle ATG, IBM WebSphere, Microsoft
Commerce Server, hybris, IBM Sterling
Commerce, Endeca, Oracle FatWire
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Infosys’ Digital Commerce proposition rests on the foundation of these trends. It possesses end-to-end capabilities that not only
disintermediate channels, inventory, warehousing, transactions processing, and merchandising but also provide an integrated
‘Anything, Anytime, Anywhere’ retail experience. Our winning strategy and investments offers a range of benefits to Retail and CPG
companies by significantly improving time to market and agility through pre-integrated commerce accelerators and reducing
implementation costs and risks by about 30%. Further, Infosys’ specialized Products and Platforms service offerings help rapidly
accelerate digital commerce investments using an innovation pipeline. Several global retailers and CPG companies have benefited
from Infosys’ comprehensive digital commerce offerings to enhance the customer experience and drive growth.
• 3x multiplier on marketing ROI by adopting
social media effectively
• 20-30% increase in average order size by
leveraging clienteling at the stores through an
universal commerce platform
• 6x increase in the speed and frequency of
ecommerce deployment at a 30% reduced cost
by leveraging best practices in digital commerce
architecture and a strong foundation of release
management
• 45% increase in oﬀer redemption rates by
leveraging Big Data concepts for real time offer
management and personalization

Our service offerings across end-to-end Digital Commerce functional areas
Multi-Channel
B2B, B2C, B2E

Marketing
Digital Marketing

Social Commerce
Customer Service
Cross-Channel Integration
Distributed Order Mgmt
Website Assessment

www.infosys.com

Enterprise Marketing
Management

Collaboration
Next Generation
workplace
Social CRM

Mobility
App Design
App Development

Customer
Experience Design

Deployment Strategy

(proposition, capabilties,
offers & experiences)

Mobile Commerce
Payment Strategy
Mobile Marketing

Marketing Analytics

Enterprise Portals
(customer, supplier, employee)

Customer
Experience

Operations & Productivity
Governance

User
Experience Design
(Information Architecture,
POC Modeling)

Our products, platforms and solutions are driven by our customer Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Customer
Engagement
• Infosys CommerceEdge
Platform
• Infosys mBrochure
Solution
• Infosys mConnect
Solution

Conversion

Basket Size

Time To Market

• Infosys ConsumerEDGE
(Offer Optimization and
Personalization Platform)

• Infosys ConsumerEDGE
(Offer Optimization and
Personalization Platform)

• Infosys Open Commerce
Services Hub

• Infosys Mobile Guided
Selling Solution

• Infosys Persona Driven
Customer Analytics
Solution

• Infosys Reference
Commerce
Implementations and
Accelerators

• Infosys Mobile POS
Solution
• Infosys BrandEdge

• Infosys Distributed Order
Management Solution

Rich Use Case Catalog
OpenID Integration
Social Connectors
Content Management Add-On
Group Deal
- Add-On
Store Locator
Prebuilt Integration Adapters
Mobile Alerts / Two-Way SMS

Success Stories across the functional value chain
Infosys partnered with the chain to:
• Define the online strategy
• Contribute to the business case development
• Lead the selection of the technology platform
• Enable the technical implementation based on IBM
Websphere solution
• Enabled “Buy Anywhere, Pickup Anywhere, Return
Anywhere” functionality by integrating the sales
and fulfillment channels based on Sterling
Commerce Order Management solution
• Provided an integrated Multi Channel order
fulfillment capability

Results/ Features

• A specialty retailer wanted to replace existing order
management system to accelerate revenue growth
and improve customer satisfaction.
• Client wanted to evolve to a ‘One Company’
approach through ‘Multi-Channel Integration’

Solution Summary

Engagement Overview

• A leading UK-based supermarket chain had 2
separate websites running on a dated technology
platform for content and commerce and was losing
customers as a result
• It needed a competitive, multi-channel and single
web platform that ensured higher sales, profits, and
customer retention

• Ensured consistent annual growth on the new
ecommerce platform by 33%
• Enabled 12 million visits to the website since launch
• Helped increase average spend by customers on
the new ecommerce platform from £800 a year on
average
• Facilitated 50% increase in online orders
• Eﬃcient order capture process and uniform
customer experience
• Global inventory visibility and increased sales
• Multi-channel management, tracking and
processing of customer order fulfillment
• Improvement in same store sales

• A leading fashion retailer wanted to improve Point of
Service (POS) information and value for consumers and
sales associates across the store and other channels
• The client wanted to enhance customer experience
and convenience by enabling capabilities such as
reduced checkout time, mobile in-store shopping
experience using product search, cross-channel
ordering, alterations, reminders, pop-up stores, etc.

• Co-creation with Infosys by utilizing the Infosys mobile
POS solution Internet Protocol (IP) that readily integrated
with the fashion retailer’s Point of Sale system
• The new channel added a new foundation for a
future-ready POS such as enabling registers and
replacement
• It also enabled upgrades on mobile devices, thereby
providing an early mover advantage in case of future
upgrades

• Deployed over 5600 mobile devices
• 40% store transactions handled
• Reduced time to market i.e., 6 months from
ideation to full rollout
• Enabled speed and agility with high quality
• Provided flexibility to incorporate custom features
• Ensured better in-store experience and higher
campaign effectiveness

• Aimia, one of the world’s leaders in customer
loyalty programmes wanted to embark on a
strategy to build globally respected and next
generation analytics solutions to become a
customer analytics expert
• Aimia wanted a solution for the aggregation of
point of sale data in customer centric manner to
help retailers & CPG companies in “Creating value
from Customer Data” and turn customer data into
revenue

• Infosys used a full range of consulting, technology
expertise, IT development and maintenance capabilities
to design, build and deploy the Intelligent Shopper
Solution software
• It was built using Kognitio analytics platform and Adobe
Flex for the rich user interface
• Infosys provides 24x7 support and ongoing
consultancy, including help to introduce the solution to
Aimia’s new retail customers
• The solution is hosted by Aimia on its own hardware
and uses a J2EE architecture with an Oracle data store

The Intelligent Shopper Solution provides retailers
and CPG companies with –
• Insight and fast answers about how to influence
buying behaviour
• Highly intuitive interface to deliver graphical
reports over the internet
• Reduction in lead time for reports from hours or
days to minute
• Significant financial returns with sales increasing
sales by up to 5%

About Infosys
Many of the world's most successful organizations rely on Infosys to
deliver measurable business value. Infosys provides business consulting,
technology, engineering and outsourcing services to help clients in over
30 countries build tomorrow's enterprise.
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